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~~expands upward , (L3i) downward acceleration of a continuous
ground medium by overpressure , and (4) downward accelera t ion
of a fragmented ground medium by overpressure. Step (4~) isnot ye t comp lete; at its conclusion , the combined effects of
overpressure and direct-ind uced stresses - effects that do not
follow the rules of s imple scal ing - will be included in the
model 

surface motion of the ground was computed as a
function ~ f range , time and coupled-energy-frac tion at the in-
creasing ~tages of comp lexity represented by steps (i), (ii),
and (iii).~’--..I~~ resul ts are presented in graphs for tuff , salt ,
limes tone and ~ e-~ a.L~.—&pa~e~s- > The principal result
obtained so far is that with the coupled-energy frac tions
presently accepted for nuclear surface bursts in the megaton
range , even the coarse upper bound of the present model limits
ejecta craters to radii of 990, 1060 , 1220 and 1230 ft , respec-
tively, for the four half-space materials.~~ From step (iii)
slightly smaller craters are found than fr~~n step (ii), and thecra ters resulting from step (iv! ll b g.—~maller still.-
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Deformation of the ground in which material elements
exper ience inelas tic shear strains but remain par t of a solid
continuum (plastic flow), forms a second major crater-producing
mechanism . A loose upper bound was established for the fraction
contribute plas tic flow to the total volume of a canonical
crater . I 8~ f the yield is coup led to the ground - the
maximum accordin to present estimates - we find that craters
cannot be produced by plas tic flow alone in mater ials whose
von Mises limits of strength exceed .42 ksi; also , plastic flow
will not account for more than l07~ of the volume of a canonical
crater in a material whose von Mises limit of strength exceeds
6.2 ksi. If 4% of the yield is coupled , then the corresponding
von Mises limits become .19 ksi and 2.8 ksi.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCT ION

1.1 Ejecta Formation

Advances in computational techniques in the past few years

have made it feasible (from a numerical standpoint at least) to

calculate the motion of material during the formation of craters

from near-surface nuclear explosions, given the mechanical prop-

erties of the medium around the crater and the field of motion at

the close of the early radiation-hydrodynamic phase of the burst.

Yet , when the computational models are applied to the problem of

crater formation from a nominal nuclear explosion (1 megaton (MT)

yield) at the surface of a reasonably stiff geologic medium (i.e.,

with a P-wave speed on the order of lO~ ft/sec), the volume of the

resulting numerical crater is characteristically too small1 by a

factor of about fifty. A discrepancy of that magnitude, while
discouraging, is nevertheless consistent with results obtained five

years ago in the first calculations of ejecta formation in similar

bursts; the resulting ejecta masses were “too small by at least a

factor of forty” ,2 and in several cases by a factor closer to 100.

The fact that in more recent calculations crater volumes have also

proven too small by about the same factors is almost certainly not

a coincidence , as a short review of the relation between crater

volume and ejecta mass will show.

Crater formation can take place by any combination of three

known mechanisms , namely, compaction, p lastic flow away from ground
zero, and ejecta production . By “compaction” is meant the irreversible

removal of gas-filled spaces distributed more or less uniformly

through a matrix of solid material; the spaces can form a continuous

- —a-- — 
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network of channels (but need not), while the solid matrix is

simply-connected . Plastic flow is a process whereby irreversible

shear strains are imparted to material elements that form a

simply-connected continuum . Ejecta production refers to upward

acceleration of fragmented ground material into gases above

the crater region ; fragmentation , to the extent that it results
from the burst itself , is considered part of the process of

ejecta production .

At present the geologic media of principal military interest

are either competent or nearly saturated . En such materials , com-

paction will not account for a significant fraction of the crater

volume , while plastic flow and ejecta production generally both

contribute significantly to a crater ’s ultimate size. However ,

the fractions of the crater volume that result from plastic flow

and ejecta production in a 1 MT surface burst are not known ex-
perimentally,  and calculations in which predicted crater volumes
equal about 2% of the observed volumes would appear an unreliable

source of such data . En general , we would expect ejecta production

to be responsible for most of the volume of a crater in a highly

competent rock (again, for a 1 MT surface burst), while plastic

flow probably dominates crater formation in less competent , but
nearly-saturated , materials . Furthermore , it is reasonable to

expect that when stress levels in the ground are so low that
calculated ejecta masses are too small by a factor of 40 to 100,
then the crater volume accounted for by p lastic flow will also
be serious ly underestimated .

For the reasons stated , and omitting compaction craters as
having little or no military interest at present, we generally
expect ejecta masses and crater volumes to be closely related.
That expectation is evidently consistent with observations of



at least some explosion and impact craters3, in which ejecta

production has been found to acco~int for at least 8O7~ of the
crater volume .

1.2 Direct-Induced Motion , Airbiast-Induced Motion, and the
Breakdown of Simple Scaling Rules

The work reported here was motivated mainly by the obser-
vation that both the mass and velocity of ejecta produced in a

near-surface explosion can depend critically on the balance

struck between two competing processes . On the one hand,

energy released in a near-surface explosion is found in part in
gases above the ground surface, and the resulting overpressure

acts to drive ground material downward . The remainder of the

energy is delivered to the ground where it generates compressive

stresses ; those stresses, in the absence of significant overpressure,

would be relieved at the ground surface, throwing material upward.

Surely , the two processes just noted are real , and one of
them tends to suppress ejecta formation while the other enhances

it. What one might be inc luded to dispute out of hand is the

further assertion that the balance between the two processes can

be so critical that an increase of 10 or 20% in directly-coup led

energy can result in an order of :.iagnitude increase in ejecta mass.

On examining the objections to that idea that have so far come to

our attention , we find them joined by one common thread, namely,

the intuitive notion that in rough approximation at least, the

rules of simple scaling relate the amount of energy coupled to the

ground to the mass of ejecta produced in a nuclear burst. On that

basis , ejecta mass would be s imply proportional to the amount of
coupled energy, and the balance struck between overpressure and
direct-induced stress would be irrelevant for purposes of ejecta

production.

The notion that ejecta production takes place in accord

with the rules of simple scaling of the direct-induced field
,5



appears widespread . It is therefore appropriate to review

briefly the rules of simple scaLing, their basis and limitations ,
and some consequences of their breakdown that we believe are

particularly relevant to the formation of ejecta craters.

1.2.1 Crater Formation under Conditions of Simple Scaling

Suppose that two fields of motion evolve in such a way

that the velocity , stress and specific internal energy found
in one field at an arbitrary time t and position r, are found
in the other at the time ~t and position ~r, where ~ is a constant .
The two fields are then said to be simp ly-scaled versions of one

another , and c~’ is referred to as the scale-factor that converts

one field to the other . Under certain conditions two fields

that happen to be simply-scaled versions of one another at one in-

stant of time will remain so thereafter . In particular , two fields
related by a scale-factor at one ins Lant will continue to be related

by that factor if (a) imposed stresses and/or velocities on the

boundaries of the two fields are simp ly-sca led versions of each

other , (b) stress increments are determined only by increments

in strain and internal energy , and (c) the forces on particles 
- . - 

-

of matter  are determined by material stresses alone .

In a commonly held view of crater formation , the distri-

bution of energy coupled to the ground in the early rad iation-

hydrodynamic (“rad-hydro”) stages of a nuclear surface burst is
roughly s imilar , in the sense of simple scaling , for al l  bursts,
and conditions (b) and (c) apply in reasonable approximation.

Under such conditions it follows that if the directly-coupled

energy E
~ 

is varied by some small positive amount 5Ev , then

the field of motion will be unchanged except that the velocity

and stress (and all other intensive dynamic and thermodynamic
variables) of the original field will be found in the varied

6
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field at positions and times that increase by the factor

(1 + 8E
~

/E
~
)
~
’. With 0 < 6E

~
/E<<l, the factor (1 + ôEc/EcY

can be simplified to (1 + ~8Ec/Ec ).

If the overpressure is neglected , then we conclude that

ejecta velocities at a given range, R, and time, t, in the

original field are found in the varied field at a range, R*,

and time, t” , that are greater than the original values (R,t)

by the factor (1 + 
~
8Ec/Ec)• The mass of ejecta rising through

the original ground surface plane per unit area and tim - il l

be the same at (R,t) as at (R*,t*), but the area associated

with that flux is larger in the varied field by the factor

(1 + 
~
.8E

~
/ E ) , while equal changes in flux tai e place over a

time that is longer by the factor (1 + 
~
6Ec /Ec)• Hence, the

total ejecta mass is larger in the varied field by the factor

(1 + 
~
E
~

/E
~
), i.e., a 27~, 37~ or 10% increase in coupled energy

leads to a 2%, 3% or 10% increase in ejecta mass - the familiar

result of simple scaling .

1.2.2 The Breakdown of Simple Scaling

According to present best estimates, only about 50 kilotons

(KT) of energy are found below the original ground surface p lane
when the radiation-hydrodynamic (“rad-hydro”) phase of a 1 MT

sur face burst ends . After  the rad-hydro phase , vaporized
earth streams through the original ground surface p lane and
mixes with the fireball gases above. As a result , consider-
ably less energy than 50 WI’ ever resides in condensed ground
materia l , over the entire period from burst initiation to the
time when crater formation is complete . Thus, while the max-

imum energy ever found in ground material in all forms is about
80 KT , most of that energy has little influence on ground motion.
Evidently, the total coupled energy that contributes to crater

p formation is not easy to assess with precision , but according

7
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to present coupling calculations that energy cannot be reckoned

as greater than about 8% of the device yield at any time - a

small fraction. Doubling that fraction will  not reduce by more

than about 9% the energy that resides in the fireball. As a

result the overpressure will not be affected much by what amounts

to a large change in directly-coupled energy.

For simplicity , let us assume that changing the fraction

of coupled energy (which we equate to the maximum energy residing

in ground material during the rad-hydro phase; Section 1.3.2),

produces only a simple scale-change in the energy distribution.

Such an assumption is reasonable; there is no obvious reason why

the shapes of direct-induced isobars , etc., during the rad-

hydro phase should be sensitive to the amount of energy coupled.

As a result , if stress increments depend only on increments in

strain and internal energy , one might be tempted to conclude that

the two fields of ground motion will be related by the rules of

simple scaling forever after . Not so.

En particular , if the rules of simple scaling are to apply

to the ground-motion field, it must either be the case that (a)

the overpressure , as a function of range and time , is subject to

the same scaling factor as the coupled-energy distribution , or (b)

the overpressure has no significant effect on crater or ejecta

formation. Proposition (a) is clearly false; the overpressure

is only slightly changed by doubling the energy coupled to the
ground . Proposition (b) could be true, and in fact we believe

it to be a good approximation for many burst conditions of real
interest. However, to consider proposition (b) correct in general,

or for a 1-MT surface burst in particular, must be recognized
for what it is - an unsupported hypothesis .

8
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We now ask what qualitative effects overpressure has on

ejecta in the origina l and varied fields of Section 1.1.1. We

can of course observe that overpressure tends to suppress ejecta

formation in both fields . However , to arrive at a meatier qual-

itative conclusion , we note that on the crater region , the air-

blast .~~ve far outruns the direct-induced pulse; we also recall

thu t (as canonically represented) overpressure is nearly inde-

pendent of range and decays continually with time as the direct

pulse sweeps over the crater region .4 The overpressure is there-

L~re greater at the range R and time t than at the range

R(l+:
~~
Ec /E c) (~R*) and time t(l+*8Ec/Ec) (~t*). Hence, over-

pressure impedes the creation of ejecta less in the varied field

(with its larger fraction of coupled energy) than in the original

field . As a resuLt , when overpressure effects are included , an

increase in coupled energy results in a greater increase in

ejecta mass than would be predicted by simple scaling .

The quantitative effects of overpressure on the formation

of ejecta evident ly depend on the evolving overpressure and

direct-induced fields . To explore that relation is a prime motive

of the program described here .

1.2.3 Pressure Equilibration Around Nascent Ejecta Fragments

According to state-of-the-art descriptions of nuclear surface

bursts in the megaton range , the downward-directed impulse delivered

to the gr ound by the pressure of fireball gases (“overpressure”) de-

pends only on device yield . Neither variations in the properties

of the ground , nor in the small fraction of the yield coupled to the

ground , affect the canonical overpressure. Actually, air-ground inter-
actions have had substantia l effects on overpressure in calculations

of the full field of flow , particularly in the region of the crater ,
but those interactions are very complex and depend strongly on the

-. 
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distribution of ejecta-fragment sizes.5’6 Thus , while corrections
to the canonical overpressure could make large changes in the size

of calculated ejecta-craters , no reliable procedure is known for
including the effects of gas-ground interactions in the description

of overpressure . However, our main purpose at the moment is to

call attention to another point , to wit: The downward velocity

increment delivered by fireball gases to near-surface ground

material is much different for a continuous earth medium than for

a disintegrating and fragmented ground medium . That fact must be

faced whether the canonical overpressure is correct or not , as
will now be exp lained .

The impulse delivered by overpressure per unit mass of

disturbed ground - which is equal to the average downward increment

in ground velocity produced by that impulse - is evidently in-
versely proportional to the mass of ground through which the

overpressure pulse travels. That mass is maximized , and the velocity

increment minimized , if the ground holds together as a continuum .

In that case the pulse travels with at least the speed of sound

in the ground medium . On the other hand , if the overpressure

pulse , in its downward journey, arrives at a free surface created

by fragmentation of ground material, then it propagates no deeper

until a gap between opposed free surfaces closes . However, the

rate of closure of a gap between two solid masses is determined

by the speed with which those masses move , and is generally much
smaller than the speed of sound in the solid . Thus downward

overpressure-impulse can become trapped in a relatively small mass
of earth, in which case a large downward increment in velocity
will be imparted by that impulse to near-surface ground material.

To illus trate the point, and thereby obtain a clearer
picture of the pertinent physical processes , suppose that

10
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a cube of earth one foot on an edge begins to separate from

the main mass of upthrust earth at a velocity of 100 ft/sec . It

will then take at least 10 ms for that block to fly clear of
surrounding fragments. During that 10-ms period , if we suppose

the fragment lies at a range of 750 ft from ground zero, an

overpressure of perhaps 50 bars will act on the upper surface

of the block , while the stress below could remain at a value very

nearly equal to zero . A downward velocity of over 200 ft/sec

would then be imparted to the block by overpressure, and the

block would simply not be ejected . However, fir eball gases would
flow into cracks around the block and might , by equalizing pressure

all around its surface, cut short the period of downward accelera-

tion . With such considerations in mind , the process of gas dif-

fusion into cracks around nascent ejecta fragments has been studied

in some detail , and a basis has been set down for detailed calcula-

tions of gas-ground interaction during the break-away phase of ejecta

formation .7 While such calculations have yet to be performed, it

is nevertheless clear that the degree to which overpressure opposes

ejecta formation is greatly underestimated by treating the ground

as continuous ; overpressure-impulse is then spread over an unreal-

istically large mass of ground material, and the downward velocity
imparted to near-surface material is proportionately too small.

1.2.4 Downward Migration of the Center of a Near-Surface Nuclear
Explosion
Another important process (but less important in surface

bursts than details of nascent ejecta formation) is encountered

early in the history of a near-surface nuclear explos ion, when
ground vaporizes . Specifically, the center of approximate spherical
symmetry of the direct-induced field moves downward into the ground

to a significant depth.8 After vaporization (due to high shock

pressure early in the motion) ceases , the center of symmetry remains

11
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nearly fixed in depth. The significance of such source migration
lies in the fact that material at shallower depths than the source

receives an upward vertical component of velocity as the direct-

induced pulse passes over it; that contribution to the vertical
velocity of near-surface material could (depending on the depth

reached by the center of the burst) be larger than the contribu-

tion due to relief of compressive vertical stress at the ground

surface.

It is appropriate here to explore more ful ly the process
of center-of-burst migration. To that end , we consider a ground

medium at whose surface is found a hemispherical region about 5 ft

in radius, in which about 50 kilotons (KT) of energy are uniformly

distributed . In that way , albeit crudely, we approximate the
distribution of energy in ground material at the close of the

rad-hydro phase of a nuclear surface burst. In actual calculations

of rad-hydro coupling, the distribution of energy is not uniform ,
some ground material has already blown upward into the fireball

region, and some energy resides in a thin sheet of surface material

out to a range perhaps ten times that of the hemisphere considered

here. However, those details of the distribution of coupled energy
are not essential to an account of source migration , and their inclu-
sion here would only impede understanding of the migration process.

Energy densities on the order of 1015 erg/gm would be found
on the idealized deposition region contemplated; all materials
exist as hot vapor at such energy densities. Als o, since the
multi-megabar pressures exerted by such ground material greatly
exceed the pressures found in gases above the ground, vaporized
ground material will expand rapidly upward . At the same time, a

multi-megabar shock will be driven downward into previously undis-
turbed ground below . Ground material subjected to that shock will

12



vaporize, and will also acquire a downward velocity on the order

of l0~ ft/sec . Since the speed with which vaporized ground expands

upward into the fireball is even greater than l0~ ft/sec, a very
strong rarefaction follows the shock . As a result, the stagna-
tion point of the flow , where material has zero vertical velocity,

trails the shock closely. A similar process takes place in non-

vertical directions of propagation of the shock front, up to the

horizontal ground-surface plane . However, the shock pressure

decays at a rate that changes rapidly with the direction of shock

propagation . Not only are the more nearly horizontal directions

of propagation closest to the ground surface , where the rarefac-
tion due to upward expansion of vaporized ground is felt soonest

and most strongly, but divergence of the shock moving radially
outward from the symmetry axis further erodes the pressure driving

the shock . Thus on any part of the shock front whose normal

has an appreciable horizontal component , the pressure drops rela-

tively soon to levels at which shoc¼ heating is not sufficient to

vaporize ground material; at the same time, vaporization continues

down the axis of symmetry. As a result , a rather long and narrow

cylindrical hole is dug where vaporized ground expands upward into

the fireball. In fact, well before vaporization ceases altogether ,

the discharge of vaporized ground into the fireball comes t~

resemble the supersonic flow of gas out of a cy lindrical pipe . In

this case, however , the gas is generated only as a result of shock-

heating of ground material, and less and less heat is developed as

the trailing rarefaction erodes the shock pressure.

At the time vaporization of ground material stops altogether ,

the stagnation point of the flow along the symmetry axis is nearly

coincident with the shock front itself. As already noted, near-
coincidence of those two axial points is a consequence of the severe

rarefactton that attends upward expansion of vaporized ground -

13 
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an expansion that results in much lower pres sures than those of
just-shocked material. Evidently , the highest pressures in the
field are found near the stagnation point at the time when

vaporization ceases ; stresses in and around the hole above the
stagnation point are far lower than those at the bottom of the

hole , where the shock front is located. Thus, hot high-pressure

material in a hemispherical region at the ground surface gives

rise to a deeper-lying localized region of heated solid at high
pressure - but at temperatures and pressures not nearly so high

as in the initial hemisphere; in short, the apparent center of
the explosion - its “epicenter” - has migrated downward into the

ground .

After vaporization ceases , no further significant mi gration
will take place because the rarefaction that trails the shock front

in condensed material adds only a small positive increment to the

material’s vertical velocity . In that respect the behavior of

just-shocked material changes drastically when vaporization stops .
To explain that sudden change, we note that in condensed material

very l i t t le  expansion is required to cause a large drop in pressure,
and the velocities produced as shock-liquefied ground expands are
therefore much smaller than those of freely-expanding vapor. Thus,

the stagnation point on the symmetry axis remains almost stationary

after vaporization stops , and a compression wave runs outward , more

or less radially,  in all directions from that point .

1.3 Outline of the Program

Since the calculated dimensions of craters produced by
nuc lear surface bursts are far smaller than experimental data
would suggest, our primary aim in the present program has been
to establish maximum contributions to crater size from the
physical processes discussed in Section 1.2. To that end , we have
devised procedures for utilizing spherically symmetric fields

14



of motion to obtain the upper bounds sought. Those procedures

and their rationale are described qualitatively below ; quantita-

tive results obtained for each of the processes of Section 1.2,

and details of the derivation of those results , are presented
in Section 2. The factors that led us to restrict attention to

cratering in homogeneous half-spaces , and to choose the ranges

of other system parameters covered in the study, are discussed
in this section .

1.3.1 Craters in Homogeneous Half-Spaces

No nuclear surface bursts in the megaton range have taken

place at sites like those addressed in past cratering calculations.

Hence , there are no absolute contradictions between observed crater

dimensions and those calculated. However , while it is conceivable

that the craters calculated for such sites as U-2 are approximately

correct in size , that possibility appears extremely remote. Nei ther

have we found any convincing reason to suppose that present compu-

tational difficulties in describing crater formation will be resolved

by more accurate models of the lithosphere. On the contrary , for

the earth media of interest here (comprised of nearly saturated
and/or competent materials), layering produces no striking changes

in ejecta fields , relative to the fields calculated for megaton surface

bursts on homogeneous half-spaces. Moreover , at many real sites (e.g.,

large granite or salt masses) the lithosphere appears reasonably

well represented as a homogeneous half-space , at least on the

scale of crater dimensions . Hence , cons idering the magnitude of
the apparent discrepancies between calculated and observed crater

dimensions for nuclear surface bursts , no useful pur pose would

be served at this time by considering more complicated geologic
media than homogeneous half-spaces . Accordingly, only homogeneous

15
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half-spaces have been addressed in this study.

The choice of half-space materials was determined largely

by the availability of calculated fields of motion for tamped

nuclear bursts ; as explained below (Section 1.3.3), fI~ lds of

that kind comprise the data base for the cratering model de-

veloped and applied in this program . Fortunately, the rules
of simple scaling (Section 1.2.1) hold with negligible error

for tamped fields , so that knowledge of the motion produced by

a tamped burst for a single nuclear yield suffices to deter-

mine the motion for any other yield . In all , the cratering

model was exercised for four different half-space materials,
9 10 . 11 11namely, tuff , salt , granite , and limestone . The variety

of mechanical properties presented by those materials suffices

to characterize a considerable portion of the total range of

surface-burst environments commonly encountered .

In considering possible descriptions of mechanical

properties themselves , we were influenced by the fact that

calculated masses of ejecta have so far proven material-

dependent to the extent of about a factor of 10. Also , the

sources of present difficulty in calculating cratering motion

could lie in inadequate representations of material properties .

Hence, the full apparatus of current constitutive models has

been retained in the present study.

1.3 .2 Coupled Energy

In describing migration of the epicenter of a nuclear

surface burst (Section 1.2.3), we found it convenient to refer

to “coupled energy .” Yet, to talk of “coup led energy,” and of
a fraction of the device coupled to the ground , is to speak rather
loosely. It is true that at any given time after detonation a

definite fraction of the yield will reside in earth materials,
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wherever they may be at that time and in whatever state. How-

ever , given the object~ve of crater-size prediction , it is un-

realistic to disregard the location and state of energized
material. For example, ejecta fragments that travel far from
the crater and then become vaporized by conduction of heat

from fireball gases, will thereby have acquired part of the ex-
plosive yield . However , the same amount of energy deposited

a few feet below ground zero at bang time would have a much

larger effect on the crater . Again , one might observe that

most of the energy delivered to ground material “ends up” as

heat, but there’s more to the story . In the “end,” the heat
(mainly shock-generated) will radiate away12 and the portion

of the yield “permanently” coup led to ground material will be
found mainly in the form of chemical energy . To define

“coupled energy” as only that portion of the yield deposited

in the ground in chemical form would be to ignore the role
played in crater formation by kinetic energy that later be-

comes converted to heat in solid earth--a poor choice . Thus,

even if we define the energy coupled to the ground as the

burst-induced change in energy of all ground material, wherev- 
. 

-

er it may be and whatever its state, we arrive at no single

value of a coupled energy fraction. Rather , the coup led ener-
gy so defined varies greatly with time . Yet, despite its fuz-

ziness, the idea of dividing the yield into coupled and non-
coup led fractions is useful , and we subscribe to the concept .
At the same time, the arbitrariness implicit in the definition

of a “coupled energy fraction” should be recognized ; assigning
to that fraction a numerical value that will correlate well

with crater size, presents a problem with no unique solution.

We (and others’3) suggest that the maximum energy delivered
to the ground during the rad-hydro stage of a burst be regarded

17
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as the energy coupled to the ground . That maximum is generally
reached during interaction of bomb debris with the ground , and

amounts to about 87~ of the yield for surface bursts in the megaton
range (at least according to the coupling calculations currently
in favor). The energy residing in ground material when rad-hydro

motion ends (a not-too-well-defined time) comprises about 4% of

the yield .

The suggested definition of coupled energy does not entail
a division of the ground into a portion whose energy contributes

to cratering , and a portion that does not . Yet, by selecting

as the “coupled energy” the change in energy of all ground

materia l up to the time suggested , the problem of unreasonable

spatial distribution of coupled energy is circumvented ; the time

chosen occurs so soon after burst initiation that all disturbed

ground material lies below , or very close to, the original ground-

surface plane at that time . Moreover , since we aim to place an

upper bound on the effects of various phys ical process es on
cra ter size, the maximum energy delivered to the ground during

the period of rad-hydro motion is more useful in computing approx-

imate fields of motion near the burst point than is the energy

at the end of that period .

Ultimately, the value of a definition of coupled energy will

lie in its degree of correlation with a single cratering parameter ,

such as volume. To decide among the more likely definitions on
the basis of present nuclear cratering experience, however , is
not pos s ible , because that experience is severely limi ted.
Furthermore , empiri cal correlation with a parameter lik e crater
volume could lead to an optimum “coup led-energy” quanti ty with

no apparent relation to any actual coupled energy . Hence, in
view of its present uncertainty, the fraction of the yield coup led
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to the ground has been treated in the work reported here, as a

variable, to which we have assigned values from 3% to 10%.

1.3.3 Spherically Symmetric Fields and Maximum Crater Dimensions

None of the energy coupled to the ground in tamped explo-

sions leaves the ground . By contrast, all but a small fraction

of the maximum energy coupled to the ground during the rad-

hydro phase of motion escapes to the fireball before any signif-

icant cratering action occurs14. As a result, tamped spherical
bursts can be used to provide the basic data for (a) upper-bound

estimates of crater dimensions , and (b) determining the sensi-

tivity of those bounds to the processes of Section 1.2.

Energy coupled to the ground during rad-hydro motion is

distributed over a roughly hemispherical region of earth. Accord-

ingly, to bound the motion produced by a surface burst in which

a fraction ~ of the total yield W is delivered to the ground ,

our plan has been to use in an appropriate way the field of

motion produced by a tamped burst of yield 2GW . Thus, at the

core of the cratering model described here is a picture of a - 
- .~

nuclear surface burst in which a fraction of the yield enters

the ground at a very early stage of the explosion, and is pre-

vented from escaping thereafter by a ground surface that we con-

sider absolutely rigid and perfectly reflecting . Since no energy

leaves the ground, both the peak radial stress and velocity at
any range should greatly exceed those found on the crater region

in a surface burst (except on the original small region of energy

deposition) . Of relatively minor physical consequence, but very
convenient for purposes of calculation , is the further assumption
that the coupled energy is distributed in spherically-symmetric

fashion.
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To turn exaggerated stress and velocity amplitudes asso-
ciated with a rigid perfectly-reflecting ground surface, into
exaggerated estimates of the effects of the processes discussed

in Section 1.2., is a fairly simple matter, and is discussed
below . Let us first observe, however, that a spherical approxi-
mation to a direct-induced field, even when coupled with a uni-
axial version of airblast-induced motion , will not reproduce

physical phenomena that depend intrinsically on two independent
spatial coordinates. For our purposes , Rayleigh waves appear to
present the most important example of that kind of phenomenon,

since they offer a mechanism for concentrating energy near the

ground surface that our model does not take into account. A

cursory study of Rayleigh-wave motion has therefore been conducted
to help determine whether the present model provides upper-bound

near-surface motions . Results of that study are also presented

below .

1.3.4 Upward Ground-Surface Motion Without Overpressure

Let °M denote the peak radial stress produced at a given

range R from a spherical burst of yield 2aW. Then, at a dis-
tance R from a small region at the ground surface containing the
coupled energy YW , the peak horizontal stress would also equal
aM if the ground-surface plane were rigid . At the time when the

peak radial stress aM is attained at range R for the spherical

bur st, so is the peak azimuthal stress - and hence also the peak
vertical stress along a rigid ground-surface plane at range R from
coup led energy ~W. The peak values of vertical stress so deliv-

ered lead directly to an upper bound on the peak vertical
velocity that develops in near-surface material, when direct-
induced stresses at any given range are relieved, in the complete
absence of overpressure, by upward motion of the ground.
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To produce the bound Umax~ the peak vertical stress at
each range is divided by the loading-wave impedance of near-surface
material. In so computing Umax~ we implement a simple picture of
upward jump-off of ground-surface material not confined from above ,

upon being disturbed by a horizontally-traveling pulse. The

pulse is driven by an energy source that experiences none of the

depletion associated in a sui face burst with the discharge of

vaporized ground into the fireball , and is also not affected by

the release wave produced when nearby ground material jumps upward .
Hence, the peak stress carried by the pulse should be consider-
ably higher at any given range than would actually be the case in
a surface burst. The peak vertical velocity U should there-max
fore also be higher .

1.3.5 Downward Migration of the Center of the Burst

The second effect incorporated into our model of near-

surface ground motion is downward migration of the center of the
burst, or “burst epicenter” (Section 1.2.4). The effect on near-

surface motion of the epicenter ’s having come to rest below the

ground surface plane is to add an increment of vertical velocity

to the peak vertical velocity resulting from stress relief (just

discussed ; Section 1.3.4). To compute the additional increment in

vertical particle velocity, we again look to the spherical field
produced by a tamped burst of yield 2GW . In particular, the ver-
tical velocity increment is taken as the product of two factors,

namely, (i) the peak radial particle velocity behind the pulse
arriving at a given range in the tamped spherical field, and
(ii) the sine of the angle 0(R) made with the horizontal by the

line joining the epicenter to the ground-surface point at range R.

To determine the angle 9(R) requires knowledge of the depth

of the epicenter , a quantity that could be eva luated by referring
to past calculations of nuclear surface bursts . Instead, we have
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chosen to make consistent use of spherical tamped bursts as a means

of overestimating the effects of various physical process es on
crater formation. In the pres ent instance , the greates t range at
which material vaporizes in the tamped field is taken as the final
depth reached by the center of the burst. Once again, the absence

of energy transfer from vaporized ground to the fireball tends to

produce an overestimate of the physical quantity sought. In par-
ticular we expect retention of energy in the ground during a

tamped burst to result in overly-strong backing of the direct

shock driven by the ourst, and hence in shock vaporization to a
greater distance from the burst-point than would be found in an

actual surface explosion. On the other hand, the streamlines fol-

lowed by vapor generated at the shock front in a surface burst

diverge less strongly than those of a spherical field, compensat-

ing to some extent for loss of energy to the fireball. On balance,

we find that the two effects very nearly cancel, so that the max-

imum range of shock vaporization in a tamped spherical burst is
about equal to our best present estimates of the depth reached by

the epicenter in a surface burst . Thus , as far as we know, the
upward component of particle velocity behind the direct-induced
pulse at the ground surface at any given range is neither signifi-
cantly exaggerated nor understated here.

1.3.6 Downward Velocity Imparted by Overpressure to a Continuous
Earth Medium

As canonically represented,
4 the overpressure from a

nuclear surface burst is smallest at ground zero, greatest at the
front of the airblast wave, and varies overall by a factor of 2.6.
However , the variation in overpressure with range amounts to 107.
or less between ground zero and a point 5/6 of the dip~ance to the

front of the airblast wave. Also , even with 107. of the yield
coupled to a granite half-space, the direct pulse propagates to
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less than 800 ft of range at a time when the airblast wave reaches
1200 ft, for a yield of 1 megaton. Hence, to set a somewhat more

realistic limit than zero on the minimum ejecta-supressing effect

of overpressure, we consider the vertical impulse delivered by
overpressure to become distributed over ground material by means

of a uniaxial loading wave that propagates downward into undis-

turbed ground . Vertical motion is then driven by an air blast wave
that varies with yield , range and time, but that follows the rules

of simple scaling with respect to yield . As a result, knowledge

of the vertical motion induced in a half-space by the airblast
load at a single range from a burst of given yield, implies sim-

ilar knowledge for any other yield .

Fortunately, for the four materials studied here fields of

vertical unaxial motion have been calculated in the past under air-

blast loading appropriate to a number of simply-scaled ranges;

some further calculations of the same kind were performed as

part of the work reported here. As a result , tables are avail-

able from which the downward velocity increment due to over-

pressure can be obtained at each of several ranges , at any given

time of arrival of the direct wave generated by energy coupling.

The direct-induced fields to which the spherical calcula-
tions provide overestimates of stress , expand at a considerably

slower rate than the fireball. Thus, the outgoing direct-

induced pulse travels through near-surface material already

subjected to loading, and to partial unloading , in response to

overpressure. Some air-void space is therefore removed from

the material before its disturbance by the direct-induced signal.

Neglect of that process would have almost no consequences for

granite and limestone , since those two materials have difficult-

to-remove , and very small , air-void-fractions . For salt, however ,
pre-compaction due to airblast loading could reduce significantly
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V
the rate of attenuation of the direct wave near the ground

surface, while in the tuff the rate of attenuation would most
likely undergo a substantial reduction . The resulting enhancement

of the upward vertical velocity imparted to near-surface material

by the direct wave would be partly offse t by the material’s in-
creased impedance , and in any case does not appear to outweigh

the downward velocity increment due to overpressure.

The fact that the medium is set in downward motion by over-

pressure is of no consequence to the development of the direct-

induced field ; the two motions couple only to the extent that

the initial stress-strain state changes during passage of the

overpressure-induced pulse - and except for tuff, the effects
of those changes are small-to-negligible . Hence, the changes

in velocity produced by direct-induced motion can, with little

error , be added to the velocity induced by overpressure; for
linear elastic media (to which limestone and granite consitute

close approximations at the stress-levels of consequence here);

the two motions are entirely separable . Thus, we simply add
the direct- and airblast-induced vertical components of velocity

to produce another overestimate of peak vertical particle velocity,
but not so great an overestimate as was obtained by considering
direct-induced motion alone (Section 1.3.5).

1.3.7 Downward Velocity Imparted by Overpressure to a Cracked
or Fragmented Earth Medium

In calculations of ground motion from surface and near-

surface nuclear bursts, the ground does not remain continuous
in the crater region, but cracks extensively - as indeed it must
if substantial masses of ejecta are to be produced. In fact,

under the applicable condition of near-zero overburden, even
spherically symmetric fields induced by tamped explosions develop
extensive regions of cracking . Clearly, such crack formation
would be enhanced if the rarefaction resulting from upward
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motion of the ground surface were superposed on the spherical

field . However, the resulting account of the development of

regions of cracked material , and of associated ejecta produc-
tion, would constitute no more than a coarse approximation to the

actual process. A simpler procedure than superposition of uni..
axial and spherical fields, and probably as realistic, is to sup-
pose that all ejecta fragments are formed during initial upward

motion induced by the direct pulse. ~4e opt for the simpler

procedure .

As a result of the fragmentation of near-surface ground

meterial, overpressure-impulse delivered at a given range after

arrival of the direct pulse will be concentrated in a layer of
earth much shallower than the depth attained by the front of the
overpressure-induced pulse (Section 1.2.5). The time of equili-

bration of pressure around ejecta fragments can be limited in
several possible ways , of which two appear particularly inter-
esting. On the one hand, pressure equilibration could take
place during the time in which a typical fragment moves a dis-
tance equal to its own length; on the other hand, equili bration
could occur by viscous flow of fireball gases through the cracks
opening between fragments. Since the latter is potentially the

more rapid of the two processes, it is especially useful to permit

the spaces between fragments to widen at a rate equal to the peak

radial particle velocity found in tamped bursts (Section 1.3.3);

that velocity would appear to define the maximum rate of fragment

separation that random motion of the fragments would produce.

The time of equilibration should be calculated for each of

the two mechanisms noted. In both cases the distribution of

ej ecta sizes generally accepted as applicable to craters of all
kinds ,6 would set the scale of particle dimensions essential to
calculations of equilibration time.
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1.3.8 Plastic Flow; Depth of the Crater

In a tamped nuclear explosion , shock-induced vaporization

of ground material stops before any significant cavity growth
has taken place. Af ter vaporization ceases , the same particles
are found at all times at the “cavity wall ,” i.e., the inter-

face between cavity gases and surrounding condensed material.

Those particles move rapidly outward at first, but eventually
form the wall of a stationary cavity. From past calculations of

tainped explosions it is clear that the size of the cavity rerult_

ing from such an explosion is determined almost entirely by the
von Mises limit of material strength.5 To explain in detail
why the von Mises limit dominates the inelastic deformation
processes whereby permanent cavities form is not our present
purpose , although it is worth noting that (a) shear stresses in
the wall material exceed the von Mises limit by orders of mag-
nitude until the cavity has grown to a significant fraction of

its eventual size, and (b) the cavity wall has by then acquired

a large outward velocity . The key point here is that the entire

cavity volume is accounted for by inelastic deformation of the
surrounding medium ; moreover , even for the most highly compac-

tible material considered (tuff), plastic flow is by far the
most important inelastic process contributing to cavity forma-
tion.

The idea of using the cavity fr om a tamped burst to set
a limi t on the volume contributed by plastic flow to a surface-
burst crater, is suggested by two facts, namely, (i) cavities
are created in tamped bursts almost entirely as a result of
plastic flow , and (ii) all the energy released in a tainped burst

remains in the ground, whereas most of the energy M4 coupled in
a surface burst is soon lost to the fireball. In view of

observations (i) and (ii), we take half the cavity volume V~
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resulting from a tamped burst of yield 2~W as an upper bound on
the portion of the crater volume due to plastic flow. Whether the

final cavity radius constitutes an upper bound on crater depth is
problematical, but a useful estimate at least is obtained in that
way for the depth of a crater .

Although we consider ½V
~ 

an upper limi t on the portion of
the crater volume due to plastic flow , we nevertheless recognize
that the constraint of spherical symmetry precludes some phenomena
that occur during surface bursts . Ejecta formation is perhaps the

most obvious and important of those phenomena. Fortunately , the part

of the crater volume due to ej ecta production and the portion due
to plastic flow, can be distinguished from one another with li ttle
or no ambiguity, and the distinction is drawn in this study. Another

phenomenon not admitted by spherically symmetric fields is plastic
flow away from the burst point and tangential to the floor of the
crater. The crater would clearly be enlarged by motion of that
kind if material slid over the crater lip in the process. However,

the overpressure , which must be matched by the normal stress in
material at the floor of a crater , provides no impetus to such
motion, and even opposes it slightly. More importantly, enlarge-
ment of the crater by flow over the crater lip would occur at a
rate controlled by the speed with which material moves at the
crater bottom, and would therefore require at least a few seconds
of time to occur in a 1-MI surface burst. However, over the entire

crater region, stress levels appear to fall to within a few
bars of their final static equilibrium values well before 1 second

has elapsed. In particular, some of our calculations of tamped

bursts in salt have been carried far enough to show that even when

no energy is allowed to leave the ground in a 1 MT surface burst,
and assuming a coupled-energy-fraction of .08 (1601Cr tamped), no
plastic flow takes place out to a range of 1000 ft after .2 sec.

In those calculations, the root-mean-squared deviation of the stress

_  
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from its final static distribution is ‘smaller than 4800 psi on the

crater region .1 sec after detonation, 2500 psi after .2 sec,
380 psi after .4 sec, and 110 psi after .7 sec. At the same t imes,
respective values of overpressure on the crater region are 345,

155, 70 and 37 psi. Thus, it is not difficult to understand why

anyone who insists on accounting for crater formation as a process

of horizontal plastic flow, must find reasons for believing that

geologic solids commonly fail in shear at deviatoric stresses of
100 psi or less.

T e  same conclusion can be reached more directly by observ-
ing that tangential flow is opposed by dissipative shear stresses
that continually convert the kinetic energy of flowing material
to heat. En particular , suppose that a given medium can deform
inelastically, without limi t, under a constant shear stress r •
Production of an inelastic shear strain 6 will then require that

heat be generated in amount 6r , per unit volume of strained
material. Kinetic energy will therefore be lost in at least the

amount 6i~ as a result of the deformation. The reservoir of

kinetic energy is limited, however . Specifically, calculations
of tamped bursts in granite , limestone, salt and tuff , show that

with 87. of the yield coupled to the ground in a surface detonation,

the peak radial particle velocity falls to 100 ft/sec at ranges

from 550 ft(tuff) to 930 ft(granite), even if the ground surface

plane is held at zero altitude after energy deposition takes place.

Hence, the product 8~ cannot exceed about 150 psi over the outer-
most quarter of the range-interval covered by a standard crater,

if plastic flow is to take place on that interval.

To play a substantial role in enlarging the crater, plastic

flow will have to account for horizontal displacements of at least

100 ft; in fact, even a change of radius from 800 ft to 1000 ft,
with a proportional increase in depth, would increase the crater

volume by only a factor of 2. Accordingly, to arrive at an ap-
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propriate value of B , we ask over that depth a horizontal dis-

placement of a few hundred feet at the crater floor would be

distributed as shear strain; the smaller tha t depth, the greater

the average shear strain B will be. Since strengths of geologic

materials generally increase rapidly wi th depth , our answer is
that the thickness of a plastic flow layer would probably not ex-

ceed a few hundred feet, and that the value of the inelastic shear

strain 8 is therefore not likely to be smaller than 1. On that

basis, plastic flow will contribute appreciably to crater volume

only in materials that fail under smaller shear-stress loads th ~n

150 psi. Even that low value is quite probably an overestimate,

since (a) to obtain an upper bound on r , we have as usual neglect-

ed all energy flow out of the ground and into the fireball, (b)
over the period of time required for plastic flow , particle veloci-

ties in the crater region are smaller by a considerable factor than

peak particle velocities , even in the too-strongly-driven spheri-

cal fields that follow from assumption (a), and (c) kinetic energy

would be consumed by other processes than horizontal inelastic

shear (e.g., inelastic hoop strain and work against gravity).

To explore further the limitations imposed on shear strength

by conversion of kinetic energy to heat during horizontal plastic

flow, we note that only about 1/30 of the energy of a 160-KT tamped

burst in granite remains in kinetic form .2 sec after detonation.

Suppose then that 1/30 of the maximum energy coupled in a 1-MT

nuclear surface burst (80 KT) resides in kinetic form in a ver-

tical cylindrical shell of earth of thickness x, extending down-

ward from the ground surface to a depth d. Let all material in

the shell experience an inelastic strain B in horizontal shear

against the stress i~~ with the result that the horizontal displace-
ment of shell material at the ground surface is x. Then, since $

is equal to x/d , and the volume of the shell is proportional to d,
the energy dissipated into heat during plastic flow of shell ma-
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terial is independent of d. Furthermore , with the shell’s inner
radius at 750 ft, all its kinetic energy would be converted to heat
during 100, 200 , 300 and 400 ft of horizontal ground-surface dis-

placement, given respective values of r of 1137, 267 , 112 and 60
psi. Those T-values are proportional to the entire kinetic energy

at a very early time relative to that required for significant
horizontal plastic flow, in a field that retains forever the maxi-
mum energy coupled in a nuc lear surface burst - surely a gross over-
estimate of the kinetic energy residing in the shells considered .

A second plastic-flow phenomenon excluded from spherical

fields is an increase in the depth of a crater near its axis, with

equivalent upthrust of material at larger ranges, in a manner

similar to the flow of material around a punch pressed into a

metal block. Again, however, a sec ond or so after burst ini tiation,
our upper-bound stress levels are so low on the outer portions of

a canonical crater that most of the upthrust would probably occur

in the crater region itself. Thus, the possibility that two-

dimensional plastic flow processes could increase the crater volume

to a degree that might compensate for the retention of all coupled

energy in cavity formation, seems remote . On the contrary, based
on present knowledge of the strengths of geologic materials , it

appears that (a) plastic flow contributes to the expansion of the

crater mainly while the ground moves outward and downward from
the burst point, a process similar to cavity growth in a tamped
burst, and (b) the contribution of plastic flow to the crater
volume is smaller than 

~‘c 
by a considerable factor .

It is not clear whether the radius of the cavity produced

by the tamped explosive release of energy 2~W will bound the depth
of the crater formed when energy orW is coupled to the ground in a

surface burst. Both the ejection of material from the crater and

horizontal plastic flow , as well as combinations thereof, could
deepen the crater (and probably do) without altering its volume.
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fr
Simply stated , flow divergence is particularly sensitive to radial

motion near the symmetry axis where , as a result, outward dis-

placement of material through onl y a small fraction of the crater

volume can add greatly to the crater depth . Hence we consider

the radius R
~ 

only as an approximation to the crater depth , and
not as bound , even though (a) all coupled energy remains in the

ground in a tamped burst , and (b) the overburden opposing cavity

growth in the tamped burst is set at only 1 bar.

1.3.9 Surface Waves

Based as it is on calculations of uniaxial and spherical

motion , the model of cratering explored here excludes such purely

two-dimensional effects as Rayleigh-wave propagation across the

crater region. For that reason , two preliminary calculations

were made of the motion of a half-space filled with linear elastic

material similar to salt. The source for both calculations was

defined as the velocity field computed earlier for a tamped burst

in salt, at a time when the main outgoing pulse had reached a

range (simply-scaled to correspond to a yield of 160 KT) of about

1050 ft. In one calculation the peak particle velocity was ob-

tam ed at the ground surface as a function of range by solving the

full equations of axisymmetric motion. In the other, the f ield
of spherically symmetric motion appropriate to a rigid non-relect-

ing ground surface was computed , and the azimuthal stress from

that field was used as described above (Section 1.3.4) to find an

upward velocity imparted to near-surface material in the process
of stress relief. The resulting particle velocity was then com-

pared with the Rayleigh-wave-dominated velocity computed at the

free surface of an elastic half-space , in order to determine the
extent to which peak particle velocities might be underestimated
in the simple cratering model employed here.

Not surprisingly, the channeling of energy into surface
waves leads to a decrease in the rate of decay of peak particle

-_ _
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velocity with range. Thus, on the outer portions of the crater

region , still higher bounds on peak partic le velocity might have
been obtained by including surface-wave effects in our model.
However , inelastic deformation , an important process on the crater

region, would have interfered so seriously with surface-wave for-

mation that the results noted are inconclusive. Hence we continue

to regard the peak particle velocities obtained here as loose

upper-bound velocities.

1.4 Principal Results

The main effects of overpressure appear when near-surface

material begins to disintegrate into ejecta fragments, and those
effects have yet to be incorporated into our estimated upper bound

on the vertical velocities of such fragments. A few other subjects

requiring further study are noted in Section 3. Nevertheless ,

several signific ant results have already been obtained, of which
the most important appear in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. Figure 1 con-

tains four curves of peak particle velocity vs. range at the sur-

faces of half-spaces composed of granite, limestone, salt and tuff ,
respectively. Underlying the curves of Figure 1 is the assumption
that 87, of the energy released in a nuclear surface burst becomes

coupled to each medium represented in the figure. In addition,

it is assumed that all coupled energy remains in the ground - the

basic idea used in the work reported here to bound the vertical
velocity of material at the ground surface. The curves of Figure 1

also include the effec ts of downward migration of the burst epi-
center (Section 1.3.3), as well as the downward velocity produced

by overpressure in near-surface ground material up to the time of

arrival of the direct pulse. Figures 2 , 3 and 4 contain exactly
the same information as Figure 1, but with 37., 570 and 107. of the
device yield, respectively, coupled to the ground.
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Craters formed by ejection of material at the peak

velocities shown in Figures 1 through 4 tend to be somewhat

larger in radius - but not by much - than is predicted by present

experimentally-based relations between yield and crater size. To

reach such a conclusion even when no loss of coupled energy from

ground material is permitted , must raise doubts regarding assump-

tions that are basic to present calculations of crater formation.

More disquieting still is the observation that overpressure effects

not included in Figures 1 through 4 have greatly retarded ejecta

formation in past calculations . In Section 3, further attention

is given to the meaning of the fact that the presumably overblown

craters implied by Figures 1 through 4 are not much larger than

observed craters . However , detailed discussion of the matter will

await completion of the overall study.

An unexpected result was obtained for the final depth of

the burst epicenter . Specifically,  applying the definition of

coupled yield-fraction suggested in Section 1.3.2, both the

spherically-symmetric fields used in the present study, and axi-
symmetric fields calculated in past programs , give distances of

epicenter migration that can be expressed within 107. as 8.7Wj
~T 

ft,

where is the coupled energy in kilotons (1 kiloton (KT) 4.186

x l0~ erg). To the limited extent that pertinent data are avail-

able , that result is independent of (a) the fraction of the yield

coupled to the ground , (b) the depth of burial of the shot point ,

and (c) heat of vaporization , over the range 2.5 x lOIS erg/gm to

1.3 x 1011 erg/gm . In the case of tu f f , however , with an air-void

fraction of 57. and an assumed vaporization energy of 2.Oxl010erg/gm,

the calculated change in epicenter depth was l3.3Wj~~ f t . If the result
for tuff is included , then the average distance of epicenter migration

becomes 9.3Wj~ ft. To produce the curves of Figures 1 through 4,we



utilized fina l epicenter depths inferr ~d From calculations of

tamped bursts in each of the four individual media .

It was also found possible (as epxected) to compress into

a simp le formula cavity-size data obtained from many calculations

of tamped bursts . In particular , for a tamped explosion of yield
W , the cavity radius, in feet, is usefully approximated by the

expression 177 Wj~T
Y
~~ , where is the von Mises limit of

material strength, in bars . The expression noted holds within

157. for a wide range of calculations of tamped bursts in ground

media . The data on which the formula is based include (a) varia-

tions in the von Mises limit of strength from ten bars up to at

least a kilobar , (b) bulk moduli from 20 kilobars (kb) to 650 kb,

and Poisson ’s ratios from .15 to .35 , (c) non-ideal p lasticity
that corresponds roughly to a variation of the tangent of the

angle of internal friction from .16 to 1.06, (d) air-void frac-

tions from 0 to 57., and (e) overburden stresses from 1 bar to
181 bars. The largest deviations from the simple formula arise
in tuff, and result from compaction (“tuff” s air-void-fraction

is 57.); variations in the equation of state of vaporized ground

material also cause significant deviations from the simple for-

mula. Apart from its application here in obtaining a measure of

the contribution of plastic flow to crater volume, the formula
should prove useful in defining the effec ts of underground nuclear
exp losions .

It seems clear , yet not rigorously demonstrable , that the
portion of the crater volume due to plastic flow of ground mater-
ial must be less than half the volume of a cavity formed at an

overburden of 1 bar in a tamped burst of yield 2WKT, if is
the energy coupled in a surface burst. In addition, the total

volumes of craters produced by nuclear sur face bursts of
interesting yield are presently estimated as 100-150 ft3 per

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ton of yield. We therefore conclude that Source 3 could gen-

erate a crater by plastic flow alone only in materials with
von Mises limits of strength smaller than 264-424 psi: to account

for ten percent of the crater volume by plastic flow. Y~~ would

have to be smaller than 268-429 bars .

I
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SECTION 2

RESULTS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

2.1 Peak Vertical Velocity, vs . Range: Uniaxial and Spherical
Velocity Fields , and Their Superposition .

Under the rules of simple scaling, the dependence of

intensive field variables (velocity, stress, etc.) on position , time,

and yield can be expressed for all yields in terms ot scaled position

and time alone , where scaled position coordinates and scaled time are

the actual coordinates and time , divided by the cube root of the energy

that drives the motion . To bound the stresses and particle velocities

created by energy deposition in the earth , we imagine a definite frac-

tion ~ of the yiel.~ W released in a nuclear surface burst as residing

in the ground below a rigid , perfectly reflecting air-ground interface,

from a very early time onward - “early” relative to the time required
to disturb all material on the crater region . The hemispherical

field that would then develop in the ground is identical to that issu-
ing from a tamped explosion in which the energy 2~W is released , and
we have therefore studied spherically-symmetric motions calculated
in tuff , salt , granite and limestone . The scaled time and space

variables on which the resulting spherical fields depend are denoted
henceforth as I and i~, and are related to the actual time t, and
distance R from the burst point, by the formulas

t = t/(2~W)~ (1)
—.3

R = R/(2~W)~ (2)

The field induced in the ground by the rest of the yield
(i.e., the “airblast-induced” field) depends only on the space and
time variables

___________________ 
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A
t = t~1-~ )w]~ t/w~ (3)

= R/t (l-~ )W1~ ~ R/W~ (4)

As far as is known , most of the energy coupled to the ground during
the rad-hydro phase of a nuclear surface burst is soon transferred

to the fireball. As a result the “approximate” forms of Equations

(3) and (4) (with symbols) are probably more accurate than the
“exact” forms (with = signs). Moreover, the fraction n’ is small.

Hence , the approximate forms of Equations (4) and (5) will be

used hereafter . Equations (1) through (4) then imply that the

scaled ranges and times ~~, ~~~, R and t are related as follows:

A
R = R/ (2~ )~ (5)

A
t = t / (2r i)~ (6)

Equations (1) through (6) specify in full how the equivalent radius-
A A

t ime coordinate systems (R ,t ) ,  (~~~ E) and (R ,t) are related .
The hemispherical field that would develop below a rigid

ground-surface p lane from a source of coupled energy oW includes
the variables ur(I~~

)
~ 

o R ,~ ), p (R,~ ), CL(R,t) and ~~~~ where
dv is the largest radius to which ground materia l vaporizes
(d

~ =( 2oWyd
~ ) ;  ur , 0 , p and CL denote, respectively, radial par-

ticle velocity, azimuthal stress, density and the speed of propa-
gation of ambient longitudina l loading waves . The airblast-induced

field includes the vertical component of particle velocity at the

ground sur face , namely 
~~~~~~~ 

A t the three levels of approxima-

tion for which results have now been generated , the variables Ur~
a~ , CL, p , d

~ 
and U~, furnish upper bounds to the maximum vertical

velocity imparted to ground material at any given range, namely

~~~~ 
— Maxt(a

,/PCL
) (7)

~~~~~~~~~~ 
- 

-
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U~
2
~ Maxt(c’ /C  + 2u d /.~fd

2+R2) (8)

= ~~~~~~ (O:
/ P C L + 2U:dv

,
~~~~~~~ 

÷ (9)

In Equations (7), (8) and (9), Maxt(F) denotes the maximum value

attained by a field var iable F as a function of time at a fixed
range .

The velocity ~~~ takes account only of stress relief atmax
the ground surface as the direct-induced pulse runs past a specified

range in the absence of overpressure . ~~~~ includes both the effects

of stress relief , and downward migration of the burst epicenter, but

again with zero overpressure . Stress relief , migration of the burst

epicenter and overpressure are represented in U~~~ ; overpressure-

impulse propagates through ground material at the longitudinal load-

ing-wave speed , giving rise to a minimal downward velocity increment .

In doubling the vertical component of radial particle velo-

city to obtain the contribution to ~~~~ from epicenter migration ,

[Equation (8)], we have ignored the fact that for oblique incidence

of the direct pulse, the contribution of stress relief to the jump-

off velocity of the ground surface is already partially accounted
for by the term a /PCL. Thus, the bound provided by Equation (8)
has been raised somewhat in the interest of simplicity . For example ,

a shock normally incident on the ground surface from below would

produce the quantity (2ur+o~
/PCL) as the argument of Maxt in Equation

(8);  the correct result for an elastic material is 2Ur • However , in
view of the overestimate of peak vertical velocity implicit in Equa-
tion (8), the alternatives of rotating the stress tensor through e(R) ,
or of using exact results for the problem of oblique shock incidence
at the free surface of an elastic medium, do not represent refine-
ments of real interest. Equation (2) has also been simplifi ed by

42
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observing that a /PCL attains its maximum value at any given range

at a t ime tmax when ur is very close to its maximum . Hence , the

argument of Maxt in Equation (8) has simply been evaluated at the
(1) (2)t ime t in computing Umax max

In computing U~~~~, we have taken advantage of the fact that

at t ime ~~~~ the airblast-induced field changes much more slowly

near the ground surface than the direct-induced field. The time

at which the right hand member of Equation (9) attains its max imum

value is therefore almost identical to ~~~~ Simply-scaled for

yield W , the time ~~~~ is designated ~~~~~EEquation (6)]. Thus,

we have equated U~~
?to the va lue assumed by the righthand membermax A A (l)

- 
of Equation (9) at a time t equal to tmax~ 

Furthermore , over

propagation-distances of interest here (hundreds of feet), physical
(i.e., unscaled) transit times of direct-induced pulses are not

sensitive to o • Hence, having determined those times for a given
medium with o equal to .05 , the same transit times were assumed to

app ly to all values of o from .03 to .1; the transit-time errors

incurred thereby are small (<157, for tuff , and <107. otherwise).

2 . 2  Ground Motion on the Crater Region: No Overpressure;
Burst Epicenter Fixed at the Ground Surface

For tamped bursts in infinite tuff , salt , granite and lime-
stone media , the peak azimutha l stress and peak radial particle vel-
ocity are shown in Table 1 at various ranges. In ~~ery case, the
energy released by the exp losions represented in the table is equa l
to 1 kiloton (KT) (4.l84xlO~

9 ergs). The time at which the peak

azimuthal stress is attained Ls also shown for each range, as well
as the acoustic impedance of material in the state of peak azi-
mut ha l stress.

From the data of Table 1, the j ump-off velocity acquired
by each material at a surface where its peak azimuthal stress is
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instantaneous ly and complete ly relieved , has been computed as a

function of range . For reasons stated above (Section 1.3.3), the

resulting particle velocities are almost certainly considerab ly

larger than the maximum vertical velocities attained at the same

ranges in a surface burst in which ½ KT of energy is coupled to

the ground . For surface burs ts of arbitary yield in which 370, 57., 87.
and 1070 of the yield becomes coupled to the ground , corresponding

overestimates of peak vertical velocity are found as functions of

range by direct application of the rules of simple scaling . Speci-

fically, if the yield of the device , in megatons , is denoted
then the coup led energy , in kilotons , is equal to l000~’W~~ . The

variables a , etc , of the direct-induced field on which the upper-
(2)bound velocity Umax is based , are then obtained for a tamped spherical

burst yielding 2OOOc
~
WMT kilotons of energy . Now , a (R,t) etc , refer

to the values of intensive field variables at range R from a l-KT

burst , and at time t after release of the yield of 1 KT (Table 1).

Hence, a R/(2000~W~~~~ , t/ (2000~W~~)~ ), etc , represent the azimu-
thal stress , etc , at range R and time t from a tamped burst whose
yield , in KT , is 2000~W~~ . If all distances and times are simply-

scaled with respect to the y ield W~~~, then we find from

Equations (3) and (4) that the azimuthal stress is given by

a~(~/(2000a)~~, ~/(2000c~)~ ), etc .

For the coupling fraction .05, the upper-bound vertical

veloc ities estimated from Equation (6) are plotted as functions of
range in Figure 5. The plot is in log-log format, so that curves
appropriate to coupled fractions .03 , .08 and .1 are identical to the

curve shown except for simple translations to the left and right,

through distances that corres~ond to uniform changes in the scale
of range by the factors (3/5)J , (8/5)* and 2~ , respectively.

2.3 Ground Motion on the Crater Region: No Overpressure;
Burst Epicenter Below the Ground Surface

The depth to which the burst epicenter migrates in the
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course of a nuc lear burst is considered simply-scalable with

respect to the coup led energy ~W , along with all other features of

the direct-induced field (Section 1.3.2). As described in Section

1 .3 .3 , one estimate of the scaled depth to which the epicenter

migrates is obtained from the spherical field generated by a tamped

burst. However , the epicenter’s depth is not necessarily over-

estimated thereby because streamlines diverge more rapidly in spher-
ical flow than in the field presented by vaporized ground as it

expands upward from the shock front near the symmetry axis in a sur-

face burst. On the other hand , uniaxial flows display relatively

little divergence , and can therefore be used to place more certain

bounds on the fina l depths of burst epicenters .

To convert the region of energy deposition to uniaxial form,

we have calculated the mean energy out to a range of 26 ft at a variety

of depths in the field known as “Source 3” . The profile of energy per

unit volume obtained thereby was prescribed as part of a set of initial

conditions for calculations of ursiaxial motion in tuff, salt , granite

and l imestone . As a boundary condition , the canonical overpressure

at zero range was applied to the upper surface of the energy deposi-

tion region . “

The maximum distance from the burst point to whir ti ground

material vaporized in both the spherical and uniaxia l flow calcu-

la tions , is shown in Table 2 for the four materials of interest.
Corresponding distances are also shown in the table for calcula-

tions of surface-burst-induced ground motion in which only axial

symmetry was assumed ; those distances represent the best data pre-

sently available on the final position of the burst epicenter . The

main facts exhibited by Table 2 are that (a) all scaled depths other

than those obtained f.n uniaxial approximation are for practical purposes

identical , and (b) the df-tha obtained when uniaxial motion of

vaporized and solid grour1.A is assumed , ~ cceed all other depths ,
as expected . The result (a) can be accounted for partly as the
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p

result of a cancellation of two opposed errors (excessive divergence,
but no loss of energy), partly as a result of the restricted range

of vaporization energies presented by the solids studied (from
10 112x10 erg/gm for tuff  to l .3xlO erg/gm for sa l t ) ,  and partly

as a result of a rapid decay of shock pressure with depth that

tends to minimize the variation of epicenter depth with heat of

vaporization . Doing away with streamline divergence leads to
result (b); relative to the final epicenter depths reached in

the other calcula tions of Table 2 , calculations in which unia xial
flow is assumed show increases in epicenter depth by factors of

2 . 5  (in granite) to 4 . 2  (in sa l t ) .

From the calculations of axisymmetric and spherically-

symmetric motion represented in Ta b le epicenter depths are
given in feet by the expression 9.3(~W)~’ for near-surface bursts ,
where the y ield W is ex press ed in kilotons and ~ retains its mean-
ing as the fraction of the energy coupled . By assuming motion

near the symmetry axis to be vertical and uniaxia l , an upper

bound to the epicenter ’ s depth is obtained that runs from

24 (o’W)~ (for sa l t )  to 39(o’W)4 (for granite) .  For present purposes ,
howev er , the main fact conveyed by the data of Table 2 is the foll ow-
ing: In all cases , the lines joining the epicenter to the ground-
surface points of major interest make angles 8(R) with the horizontal

that are too small to add a significant upward component of par ticle
vel oci ty to the upward veloci ty resul ting fr om stress relief.

Since we find that burst-epicenter migration in surface bursts

adds no more than about l07~ to the peak vertical velocities of surface

materia l, the upward component of particle velocity (the peak radial
particle velocity multiplied by SinO (R)) has been plotted by itself
in Figure 6; the changes to Figure 5 produced by adding the
velocities of Figure 6 to those of Figure 5 are inconsequential.

As in Figur e 5, curves appear only for a coupled-energy-fraction
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Figure 6. Vertical Component of Velocity Imparted to Near-Surface Ground
Material as a Result of Downward Mi gration of the Epicenter of
a Nuc lear Surface Burst. Material just below the surface re-
ceives a positive vertical increment of velocity, whose maxi-
mum is shown here , on being disturbed by the pulse that radiates
from the epicenter ; subsequent relief of stress at the surface
further increases the upward velocity of surface material
(Figure 4). Q (R) denote. the angle made with the horizontal
by a radial line from the epicenter to the ground surface at
range R; u is the peak particle velocity produced at R by the
direct wav~ along that line . The explosion yield. W,,,. megatons
of ener gy, of which the fraction .05 ii assumed coupt*d to the
ground.
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~~~, of .05 . Again , a uniform t.rqnslation of the curves for ~= .05
to the left or right, by distances appropriate to the factors (3/5)4 ,

(8/5)~ and 2~ , respectively, yields curves that apply to the coupled
fractions .03, .08 , and .1. Also , while the upward component of

peak particle velocity shown in Figure 5 was computed assuming a

final epicenter depth of 9.3(~W)~ ft, even the bounding values
24(~W)~ ft (for salt) and 39(~W)4 ft (for granite) would not greatly
increase the peak vertical particle velocity relative to the values

shown in Figure 5.

Several years ago we found tha t for burst points just a short

distance below the ground surface, downward migra tion of the burs t

epicenter made an important contribution to the motion of material
on the crater region.2 Evidently that s tate of affairs does not
hold for surface bursts . Interestingly, the increase in epicenter

depth with depth of burial is due u~ainly to an increase in coupled-
energy-fraction , and only slightly (if at all) to greater efficiency ,

for ground vaporization , of energy deposi ted below the ground sur-
face. Thus, for a 1-MT burst 15 ft below the ground surface - which

is about the scaled depth of the center of Johnny Boy device - the

calculated change in epicenter depth amounted to 9.5(~W)~’ rather than

9 . 3 (~W) ~~.

2.4 Ground Motion on the Crater Region, Including Over pressure
and Downward Migration of the Burst Epicenter

An estimate of the downward velocity increment imparted to
the ground by overpressure can be obtained from calculations of
uniax ial vertical motion. In a series of ca lcula tions of that kind ,

the canonical overpressure was imposed as a function of time on the

ground surface at each of several ranges , wi th the ground medium
otherwise undisturbed . For granite, the resul ting partic le veloci ties
at the ground surface are listed in Table 3 as functions of time at

various ranges ; ranges and times are expressed as the simply-scaled
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p
variables and ~ (Equations (3) and ( 4 ) ) ,  with the yield W in

megatons . Corresponding results for limestone , salt and tuff are
also presented in Tab le 3. From the data of Table 3 , the downward
velocities imparted to ground material by overpressure can be found
at the times when direct-induce&motions of maximum amplitude occur

at a variety of ranges along the ground surface, For that purpose
(I)  A ( l )the t imes t of Table 1 are converted to times t by means ofmax max

the multiplicative factor (2OO0~ )~~. The overpressure—induced ver-

tical velocity at the range-dependent time ~~~~ namely

has been plotted in Figur e 7 vs. R, for each of the four materials
studied. As in the case of epicenter migration (Section 2.3), we

also find that the increment in vertica l velocity due to overpressure
is not significant relative to that due to relief of direct-induced

stresses (Section 2.2; Figure 5).

It should be clearly understood that the data of Table 3

and Figure 7 represent onl y a small portion of the total downward

velocity imparted by ~verpressure to near-surface material when
ejecta craters are produced by nuclear sur face bursts. In particu-
lar , only the downward velocity attained up to the time when ejecta
formation begins is represented in Figure 7 and its source data.
For reasons outlined in Section 1.3.7, downward velocities induced

by overpressure in disintegrating near-surface ground material are

expected to be 10 to 100 times larger than those of Figure 6. How-

ever , the final phase of the present study, which is directed to
overpressure effects on cracked ground material , has not been

completed.

-

I 

The curves of Figures 1 through 4, which convey the overall
results generated to date in the program reported here, are obtained
by s imple addition, after scaling, of the velocities depicted in Fi-
gures 5, 6 and 7.
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2 .5  Contribution of Plastic Flow to Crater Volume

Many calculations have been made of tamped nuc lear bursts

in geologic mater ials , in which the mechanical properties of the
materials have been subjected to wide variations . Results of such

calculations are shown in Figure 8, where the cavity radius is

plotted as a function of time for a variety of salt media; both

the radius and time are simply scaled to a yield of a kil oton
in Figur e 8. The mos t elaborate model of sal t represen ted in

- Figure 8 includes the effects of (a) shear failure as described
by a combined Mohr-Coulomb and von Mises yield surface, and as-

s ocia ted flow rule , (b) collapse of air-void space with consequent

hysteretic changes in the volume of material, (c) a regime of

generall y nonlinear elastic behavior , (d) decreas ing strength
and s hear modulus wi th increasing temperature, wi th strength
falling to zero at the melting point, (e) thermal expansion of

cond ensed materia l, and (f) a contribution to mean stress from
vaporized salt that varies from 07~ in condensed material to
100~ in vapor states that cover a wide range of dens ities and
temperatures. “-I 

-

The curves of Figure 8 refer to a salt medium at a uniform

hydrostatic overburden of 1 bar . The main message of Figure 8

is that among all the paraphernalia of the full constitutive

mociel, only the von Mises limit of strength and the pressure-

volume-internal energy relation for vaporized material, play

a major role in determining the sizes of cavities produced by =

tamped bursts. Specifically, with salt described as an elastic
ideall y-plastic material with a polytropic vapor phase, the cal-
culated cavity had a final radius that differed by less than l07~
from the radius obtained using the full-blown constitutive

model. Furthermore, the cavity radius proved quite insensitive

to variations in elastic moduli, and onl y moderately sensitive
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p
to variations in the effective heat capacity ratio (coninonly

denoted “v”) - the characteristic parameter of the pressure-volume-
internal energy relation. Overburden variations from 1 bar to 181

bars also bad little effect on the cavity radius. However, as

Figure 8 shows , varia tions of the von Mis es limi t of strength produce
large changes in cavi ty radius in salt .

The simplified constitutive equations for salt contain

few parameters, while the detail ed equations encompass the full
array of phenomena incorporated into “advanced” constitutive mo-

dels. Hence, behavior similar to that of salt was anticpated

for almost any geologic material. We verified that hypothesis
for lime s tone and tuff , with one qualification: Extreme varia-

tion of the irreversible volume changes produced by loading and

unloading the tuff medium , with its large air-void-fraction (—57~)

led to an overall variation of 25Z in c~ lculated cavity radius;
9

however (Section 1.1), compaction craters are of little interest

here . Granite, on the other hand , did not follow the examp le of
sal t . The von Mises limi t of 20 kb ascrib ed to grani te was much
greater than that of salt, tuff or limestone, and could only be
attained at mean-stress values of 40 kb or more . Since pressures

fall below 40 kb in any cavity at an early stage of its grow th,
the fin al cavi ty radius was not determin ed by granite ’s von Mises
limi t. Rather , cavi ty grow th wa s governed in grani te by the rate
of incr ease of streng th wi th mean s tress.

The resul ts jus t discussed make it possible to wri te an
approximate expression for cavity volume in terms of explosive
yield and von Mises strength alone. In particular, we find that
for 1 bar of overburden, the cavi ty volume V~ produced by a
tamped burst of yi eld 2aW~~ can be expressed within *207. for
limestone, sal t and tuff by the relation

V~ — . 046x106 ~w~~(l0h /Y~~)6h
l7 

(10)
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where Y~~ is von Mises’ limiting value for the square root of the

second invariant ~~~~~~~ of the deviatoric stress-tensor
the units of Vc p ~~~~ and are cubic feet, megatons , and bars
respectively . We now recall (Section 1.3.8) that the volume Vc is

due almost entirely to plastic flow, and that ½V~ should exceed by
a substantial factor the portion of the total crater volume due to
plastic flow in a nuclear surface bur st of y ield W~~ , in which the

yield-fraction ° becomes coupled to the ground . Hence, if VPF denotes
the p lastic-flow-derived part of the total crater volume , we find that

VPF < O.023xlO 6oW~~~(107/Y~~ ) 6”~ (11)

< l .2xl0 12 (aWMT /V PF ) 7h16 
(12)

According to current experimentally-based estimates,
the volume of the crater forme d in a nuc lear sur face burst should
lie within the range 100-150 ft3 per ton of yield. Hence to

account for the crater volume by plastic flow alone, W
~~

/V PF
would have to assume a value between (2/3)x10 8 and lO~~MT/f t3.
Equation (12) then implies that must be smaller than 23.6 to

38 bars if ~— .l , 10.5 to 17 bars if o= .05, and 5.6 to 9.0 bars
if a’ .03. For the currently popular Source 3, ~ has a maximum

value of .08, and Y~~ would have to be smaller than 29.2 bars
(424 psi) if 100 ft3 of cra ter volume are to be produc ed by p las tic
flow per ton of yield , or smaller than 18.2 bars (264 psi) to

produc e a volume of 150 ft3 per ton. To account for 107. of the

crater volume by plastic flow would require a von Mises limit

smaller than 347 to 557 bars for ~— .l, 155 to 248 bars if ~~~~~
and 82 to 132 bars if ~— .03; for Source 3, a volume of 10 ft

3

per ton of yield can result from plastic flow if is smaller

than 429 bars (6225 psi) , or 15 ft3 per ton if is smaller than

268 bars (3880 psi).
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2.6 Crater Depth

For materials whose von Mises limits of strength do not

exceed a few kilobars , the radius of the hemisphere whose

volume is given by the right-hand member of Equation (11) provides
an estimate of the depth of the crater at its center. On tha t
basis , crater depths of 129, 157 and 228 ft/MT” would be produced
respectively , in limestone, salt and tuff by Source 3 (~~ .08);
respective values of for those materials are 1000, 500 and
134 bars . As already noted , Equation (11) does not apply to granite,
with its von Mises limit of 20 kb . Rather , the calculated cavity
vo lume is determined for tamped bursts in granite by the generalized
Mohr-Coulomb portion of the material’s yield surface; from such cal-

4
culations we obtain a crater depth of 88 ft/MT4 for a surface burst
that produces Source 3 in granite . However, for reasons noted in
Sec tion 1.3.8, the depths obtained from calculations of tamped
bursts are not necessarily greater than would be produced by Source

3 below ground zero in the four half-spaces considered .

A bound on crater depth can be found by appeal to ejecta
production, rather than to the plastic flow mechanism represented
in Equation 11. In particular , if a fragment of ground material
at a given range starts its flight with a vertical component of

velocity equal to the upper-bound-value of Section 2.3, then the
maximum height to which the fragment can rise in the earth’s

gravitational field sets a limi t on the depth of the crater at
that range. From Figure 1, for example, the peak vertical velo-

city at the surface of a granite, half-space is 140 ft/sec at a

range of 500 ft from a 1-MT surface burst in which 57, of the

yield is coupled . In simple ballistic flight, a particle start-

tng on a trajectory with that vertical component of velocity will
increase its altitude by 306 ft before it begins to fall. With

decreasing range the limiting depth so derived increases to much

larger values still. Thus, the simple limit of maximum ejecea
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altitude tends to give a gross overestimate of crater depth,
especially at smaller ranges , a result that stems principally
from neglect of two factors. In the first place, during the
time taken by a release wave from the ground surface to reach a
depth equal to the maximum ejecta altitude at a given range,

c /pC falls below its peak value. Secondly, in the same per-
iod of time and at that same depth, an appreciable downward velo-
city increment will also have been imparted to material by the
direct pulse. Hence , a more useful estimate of the crater depth
dc~ 

and probably still an upper bound , would be obtained by
solving the following equations for the variable a:

— a/C + (13)max

U
v 

— c~~~~~~~~) / p
0~~ - Ur

a/r (14)

u~,/2g U > 0

0 ; u ~~
�o  (15)

where ~~~~ and ~~~~ are related according to Equations (5) and
(6), ~~~~ is the R-dependent time defined in Section 2.3, ~~~ is -

I,
”

a characteristic wavespeed in ground material at a given range

(e.g., the wavespeed found when is obtained from Equation

= (7))  and
~~
‘ —~~~~‘ +~~~‘ (16)

Equation (13) sets the time at which the direct-induced
field is to be examined at any given range R and depth d, namely,
the t ime of arrival of the direct wave at range R along the
ground surface, plus the t ime of travel of a release wave from
the surface to depth d. For that time and depth, the vertical
velocity resulting from complete vertical stress relief is
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superposed in Equation (14) on the downward vertical component
of velocity left in the wake of the direct pulse. Velocities
computed from Equation (14) have the greater-than-zero values

~~~ (Equation (7)) when d—0, must fall to zero at some finite

depth d > 0, and should do so monotonically. Hence d will be

smaller than u~/2g when d is zero , and greater than t?/2g at
some finite depth. For some finite value of d, namely d

~
,

Equation (15) must therefore be satisfied. Below the depth d
~
,

particles starting on ballistic trajectories with the vertical

velocities prescribed by Equation (14) will not rise as high as

the original ground surface , and therefore cannot be ejected from
the crater . Furthermore, ejection of such material by plastic
flow over the rim of the crater we find an unlikely process , and
not just because deviations of stress from static equilibrium

distributions decrease too rapidly (Section 1.3.8). Such a pro-

cess would also require either that (a) kinetic energy of horizon-

tal motion be converted efficiently to kinetic energy of vertical
motion , or (b) kinetic energy be transferred from slower-moving

to faster-moving material. However , the horizonta l component of
part icle velocity does differ from zero as a genera l rule , and a
radia l redistribution of material will take place at depth dc that
can alter the shape of the crater; the volume of the crater, with
which we are primarily concerned at present, would not be affected
in the process.

As in the case of material at the ground surface, the

kinetic energy of all material on the crater region should be

considerably overestimated, since no energy is allowed to leave

the ground in the spherical field from which and U
r 
are taken.

Hence, Equations (13) through (16) should provide values of d

that bound the crater depth. App lication of those equations

has not yet been made.
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2 .7  Surface Waves; Velocity Amplitudes fr om Identical
Compression Sources on an Elastic Half-Space and in
an Infini te Elastic Medium

So far , no one seems to have suggested that nuclear craters

are dug by Rayleigh waves , but if all else fails ... In any case,

if only to assess the credibili ty of results like those presented
above , it is necessary to examine the idea that the process of

crater formation is intrinsically “two-dimensional” , and cannot

be simulated or bounded by more elementary motions . To explore

that idea rigorously seems impossible. Instead , we compare

exact ground-surface velocities for a specific problem of motion

to approximate velocities obtained from a spherically symmetric

field by the methods of Section 2.3.

Fortunately, the limited set of exactly soluble ground-
motion problems contains at least one relevant member, namely,
motion induced in a linear elastic half-space by a spherically
symmetric source. A primitive source of ground motion of that

kind was provided by the variation of velocity with range cal-
culated at a time of 34 ms for a tamped 2-KT burst in salt.

For use in the elastic-medium calculations discussed here, a
point source was constructed that would reproduce in an
infinite elastic medium the velocity-range data cited . The

medium itself , an elastic approximation to salt, was assigned
longitudinal and shear wave speeds of 14.5 ft/ms and 8.4 ft/ms ,
respectively, and its Poisson ’s ratio (the only property of

real importance) was therefore equal to .25 . Since the source
so defined produces a spherically-symmetric field in an infinite
medium, it generates only longitudinal waves . However, mode

conversion at the surface of a half-space gives rise to shear
waves as well, and to the combinations of the two basic wave-

types that comprise Rayleigh waves.
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Motion of the free surface of an elastic medium, driven
by a source ~st below that surface, affords a stringent test
of the present scheme for setting an upper bound on ground-surface

velocities. In the first place, Ray leigh waves , which contribute
strongly to such motion , have no counterpart in either uniaxial

or spherically-symmetric fields - the very fields that we have

used exclusively above to set bounds on vertical ground-surface
velocities . Secondly, the characteristic decay of Rayleigh-wave

ampli tude with depth, which amounts to a factor of l/e for each
depth interval of about .4 wavelengths, bespeaks a concentration
of energy at the ground surface that we have neglected entirely.
Hence, !f any inherently two-dimensional mechanism exists that
would defeat our attempt to bound near-surface vertical velocities ,
Rayleigh waves would appear to embody that mechanism. Moreover,

converting the fully-developed field from a tamped l-KT burst
to an elastic point-source, enables surface-wave formation to
proceed from zero range outward, but does not enhance (or even
alter) the infinite-medium elastic field produced by that 8ource.

The problem chosen for study also clearly addresses the question
of ground-motion amplitude as it most directly concerns us , namely,
at the surface of a half-space, and near a localized source of
disturbance.

An exact expression for the disturbance radiated by a

point-source in a medium comprised of two linear half-spaces,
was derived by Soninerfeld,

16 and perhaps earlier by other authors .
Explicit formulas for the field generated by a point-source of
compressional waves below the free surface of an elastic half-

space , are given in a more recent publication,’7 with the field
expressed in the frequency domain. We have generated equivalent
expressions in the time domain, and have evaluated those expres-

sions for the case in which the coinpressional-wave source described
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above is embedded in our elastic version of salt at a depth, in
fee t, of 9.3(lOO0o

~
WMT)~ (Section 2.3). As a function of range

along the ground surface, the peak vertical velocities so derived

are plotted in Figure 9, together with corresponding data obtained
for a spherical elastic field by the procedure summarized in Equa-

tion (7). As represented in Figure 9, the source of motion has a

strength appropriate to a 1-MT surface burst in which 87, of the

yield is coupled to the ground .

The relatively slow decay of amplitude of the half-space

solution in Figure 9 is presumably due to cy lindrical divergence
of outgoing Ray leigh waves , as opposed to near-field spherical

divergence of waves in the corresponding infinite medium . As

a result, although the spherical field yields much higher peak
vertical velocities near ground zero, peak velocities from the

half-space field begin to exceed those obtained from the

spherical field at a range of 440 feet. At 640 ft of range,

the half-space velocity is twice that deduced from the spherical

field , while the difference amounts to a factor of 4.2 at a range

of 1000 ft. One might therefore conc lude that on the outer

portions of the expected crater region , our “upper-bound”

velocities are lower than the maximum vertical velocities they

suppos edly bound . However , while the data at hand do not help

to establish the velocities of Figures 1 through 4 as upper

bounds , neither can one conclude that the reverse is true, since:
(a) In the tamped-burst calculation from which we obtained the

source of elastic motion , the salt medium failed in shear out to

a range of 1000 ft, and even beyond . (b) After a short time,

only vapor is bound near the ground surface out to a range c.. 134
ft, and severe cracking takes place in the wake of the outgo~s ,

compression wave out to a range of several hundred feet . It is

therefore quite unlikely that a process akin to Ray leigh wave

formation can start within a few hundred feet of ground zero, to
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say nothing of ground zero i tself .  (c) All coupled energy remains

in the half-space , while according to surface- and shallow-

buried-burst calculations , more than 907~ of that energy leaves
the ground before the direct wave - let alone a Rayleigh wave -
crosses the crater region. The source, by design , is unrealistically
strong .

Since Rayleigh waves do not occur in fluids , the effects
noted above in items (a) and (b) will interfere with the formation

of such waves on the crater region. At the least , the eff ective

shear modulus of material in the crater region would be smaller
than that of undisturbed salt, particularly if cracking occurs
to the extent indicated in surface-burst calculations. Further-

more, even if Rayleigh-wave formation began at ground zero, loss

of energy from the ground would reduce the amplitudes of those
waves considerably,  and hence also the peak velocity along the
ground surface relative to the half-space results displayed in

Figure 9 .  Thus , if we had found that the infinite-medium velocities
of Figure 9 exceeded the half-space velocities out to 1000 ft
of range , then the possibility that some two-dimensional effect
might render our upper-bound velocities invalid would have appeared

slight indeed. As it is , the issue remains in doubt.
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SECTION 3
CLOSING COMMENTS

Work remains to be done to determine the non-scalable factor

(a lready known to be at least as large as 1.7) by which overpressure
effects can influence the dimensions of craters formed by nuclear

sur face bursts.  Also , our upper bound to crater depth is not well-
defined at present . Nevertheless, the outlines of a crater whose

dimensions represent a useful upper bound for surface bursts are

discernable from the work reported here. At the maximum coupled-
energy-fraction associated with Source 3 (87~) , and a yield of 1 MT,
the radius of that crater ranges from 990 ft for tuff to 1230 ft

for granite. However , within a few microseconds after detonation
half the coupled energy of 87~ is found above the original ground-

surface plane; our upper-bound crater radii run from 810 ft in tuff
to 1000 ft in granite when the coupled-energy-fraction is 47k. Can-

onical crater radii cover the range 930-1060 ft, the lesser radius

corresponding to a volume of 100 ft3/ton and the greater to 150
ft3/ton. For a crater 1100 ft in radius , we find typical upper-

bound depths of 10.5 , 19, 56 , and 306 ft at ranges of 1000, 900, - - 
-

750 and 500 feet respectively. The depths cited become increas-

ingly loose upper bounds at smaller and smaller ranges ; in fact,
for ranges smaller than 500 ft, it becomes pointless to compute
them. A procedure for establishing more realistic upper-bound

depths has been devised, but remains to be applied .

3.1 Looseness of the Upper-Bound Crater Dimensions Reported Here

For the moment let us ignore the effects on crater size of

the interaction of ejecta fragments with fireball gases; that kind

of interaction, which leads to a reduction of crater size, has not
been included in the upper-bound crater dimensions just quoted.

Even so , the ranges noted, including the bounds on crater radius,
could be overestimated by a factor as great as 2. We arrive at
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that factor by recalling that (a) according to best present esti-

mates , derived from surface-burst calculations , over 907, of the

maximum energy coupled in a nuclear surface burst is transported

to the fireball region in a time quite short compared to the time

of crater formation, (b) all coupled energy has been assumed to
remain below the ground surface in computing the upward velocities

of surface material at the ranges cited, and (c) the rules of

simple scaling apply with little error to the velocity field from
which those ranges were deduced.

3.2 The Contribution of Plastic Flow to Crater Dimensions

The contribution of p lastic flow to crater formation is
included in the upper-bound dimensions quoted , but only to the

extent that such flow would occur if the ground surface remained
rigid after energy coupling; in that case a spherically symmetric
field would develop about the burst point. On the other hand,

plastic flow along the crater bottom, up the wall of the crater ,
and over the crater lip (“tangential plastic flow”), is a mech-
anism that we have explicitly excluded from our upper-bound esti- -

~~~~~~

mates. If most of the crater volume were accounted for by tan-

gential p lastic flow, then our “upper-bound” velocities would not,
in fact, be upper bounds. However, by definition, ejecta craters
do not form primarily by tangential p lastic flow , or by any other
plastic flow process. Strictly speaking, consideration of plastic

flow effects therefore lies outside the original scope of the
study. Nevertheless, the possibility of crater formation by
plastic flow has been explored here to some extent, with the
following results: (a) We find no reason to believe that tangen-

tial plastic flow accounts for more than a minor fraction of the

crater volume for materials whose von Mises limits of strength

exceed 100-200 psi , and several reasons for believing that it
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does not . (b) The tota l contribution of plastic flow to the

cra ter volume can be appreciable , but only for materials with
little strength. In par ticular , we find that for a coupled-
energy-fraction (ar) of .08, a canonical crater can result from

plastic flow alone only in materials whose von Mises limits of
strength are less by some undetermined amount than .42 ksi

(.19 ksi if or= .04); plastic flow can account for 107, of the crater

volume only when the von Mises limit is smaller (perhaps much

smaller) than 6.2 ksi (2.8 ksi if ~‘...O4). (c) En the crater

region , plastic flow is associated mainly with motion directed
radially outward from the shot point within .1 sec after a 1-MT

bur st, and not with tangential motion that takes place over a
second or more .

Thus, we are left with upper-bound crater radii that exceed

the canonical radius by only about 107,, and that could already be
too large by as much as a factor of 2 even without taking account
of ejecta-fireball interactions. We now turn to the effects of

such interactions.

3.3 Ejecta-Fireball Interactions and Crater Size

While the influence of fireball gases on ejecta fragments

has yet to be included in our crater-size bounds, some idea of
the potential change in crater dimensions can be given now. The

canonical overpressure has been applied to the ground surface in
almost all nuclear surface burst calculations , and the impulse
delivered by that overpressure to a unit area of the ground surface
therefore comprises essential data for such an assessment. At

times of .1 , .2 , .3 and 1 sec after arrival of the direct pulse,
- the overpressure-impulse per unit area of ground surface has the

following values for a 1-MT surface burst, in units of bar-seconds:
— 

- -
- 2.0 , 2.9 , 3.6 , and 5.5 at a range of 1000 feet; 2.3, 3.4, 4.0 and -

.

- 
- 

- 
6.0 at a range of 750 feet; and 3.8, 5.0, 5.7 and 7.8 at a range

of 500 feet.
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Cratering calculations are generally run to times of at

least 1 sec after detonation . Under the pressure exerted by fire-
ball gases during the second following arrival of the direct
pulse , we estimate that craters in granite, limestone , salt and
tuff would have final radii considerably smaller than 905, 715,
815 and 845 f t , respectively,  even for a coupled-energy-fraction
of .08; with 47~ of the yield coupled to the ground the correspond-
ing radii are 705 , 560, 640 and 600 ft. Those radii are obtained

when (a) the crater depth at each range is equated to the height

to which a particle would rise, given the bounding vertical veloc-
ity obtained from calculations of tamped bur3ts , (b ) all material
is assumed to rise at the bounding vertical velocity, from the
ground surface down to the exaggerated depth of the crater floor

obtained from condition (a), and (c) the edge of the crater is
defined by the requirement that downward impulse from fireball
gases equal the upward vertical momentum implied by conditions (a)
and (b).

Condition (a) leads to an overly-rapid increase in crater

depth with decreasing range , and a proportional too-rapid decrease
in the downward velocity increment induced by overpressure. In

particular , the cra ter depth implied by condition (a) is propor-
tional to the square of the vertical velocity, itself equated to an

upper-bound value for surface material. The total vertical momen-

tum to be offset by the impulse delivered to the ground by fireball
gases is then proportional to the cube of the vertical velocity

bound . Nevertheless , at the diminished crater radii noted above,
the overpressure impulse per unit area sufficed to cancel the ver-

tical momentum in columns of material about 54 feet high, moving

upward at about 58 feet per second . Using more realistic bounds

on crater depth and vertical velocity it would not be surprising

to find that when the canonical overpressure is imposed on the
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ground surface, calculated ejecta craters cannot be larger in

radius than 500 feet.

Computed fields of surface-burst-induced motion often

develop extensive and persistent regions of cracked material,

especially on the crater region. En fields of cracked material,

the canonical overpressure has acted to suppress the formation of

ejecta to a greater degree than is indicated by the preliminary
estimates just presented . Thus, rapid equilibration of pressure

around ejecta fragments , which appears more realistic than no

equilibration at all , will enlarge by a considerable factor both
the ejecta mass and crater volume in any such field . In any

case , it should be borne in mind that there is little or no evi-

dence that the canonical overpressure is even qualitatively correct
on the crater region ; the possibility - even the likelihood -
of its being in substantial error on that region is not

generally disputed . En that regard, we note that several
mechanisms are resent among the phenomena occurring at the f ire-

ball-ground interface that could relieve the ground surface of gas

pressure al together for a second or so. Even on computationa l
fields of motion where extensive cracking does not take place , the
downward push of overpressure would then be eliminated . For the

media considered here , that push contributes a downward velocity
of onl y a few feet per second to surface material at a range of
100 ft from a 1 MT burst. For more readily compactible material,
like that found at the surface of the U-2 medium, near-surface

material acquires substantial downward velocities (20-40 ft/see)

prior to arrival of the direct pulse. Moreover, relief of direct-

wave stresses takes place by both upward and downward motion at

J 
the top and bottom sur faces , respectively, of a thin layer of
material, compacted by airbiast loading, through which the direct

I J wave runs at and near the ground surface. —
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3.4 Conditions for Forming Plastic-Flow Craters, Ejecta
Craters and Compaction Craters

The results presented above , though incomplete, have
important implications for present computational models of crater

formation . Basic to deductions that will now be made from those
results is the assumption that crater volumes of about 100-150

ft
3/MT result from nuclear surface bursts.

We note first that the conditions for creating ejecta

craters can now be specified , at least semi-quantitatively. In

particular , we find that compaction, and ejection of free-flying
material, are the principal processes by which craters form in
any medium whose von Mises limit of strength exceeds a certain

limiting value. That value is no greater than 1 ksi, and prob-
ably much smaller; at 1 ksi a crater volume of 50 ft3 per ton of
yield can be produced by plastic flow if 87, of the yield is coupled
to the ground and remains at all times below the ground surface-

plane . We recognize, of course, that in the limit of vanishingly
small angle of internal friction the von Mises limit will not

determine the contribution to crater volume fr om plastic flow.
However , even in a material with a von Mises limit of 500 bars
(7.25 ksi), a decrease of the angle of internal friction to 9¾° ,
with zero cohesion , caused the plastic-flow volume to increase
by a factor of only 1.3. Among scores of geologic materials for

which state-of-the-art strength data are readily at hand at ATI,

only one or two have internal friction angles smaller than 9J~° -

and then only slightly smaller. Moreover, the smallest angles
of interna l friction are generally found in materials with the
lowest von Mises limits (100 to 400 psi), in which plastic flow

is influenced least by the angle of internal friction . With

regard to plastic flow , we therefore conclude that at the - -

great majority of continental sites (excluding lakes and major 
-

:

Ill
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rivers) nuclear surface bursts in the megaton range would produce

ejecta and/or compaction craters.

While we have given relatively little attention to the
influence of air-void-fraction on crater volume, it seems clear
that for air-void fractions at least as large as 37,, and probably
a good deal larger , compaction cannot account for as much as 257.
of the canonical crater volume . Again , as in describing the shear
strength of a material by its von Mises limit, we recognize that
inelastic volume changes are not described completely by a single
number (the air-void-fraction). A more complete description

would include a relation between mean stress and the irreversible
volume strain produced by that stress. However, among the geologic
materials known to us with air-void-fractions of a few percent or

less , removal of air voids from even the most readily compactable
substances would not account for a quarter of the volume of a

standard crater in a nuclear surface burst. In fact, only in
thin layers of topsoil do air-void-fractions exceed 37. at con-

tinental sites of primary defense interest. Hence, we conclude
that nuclear surface bursts would produce ejecta craters at most ~~~

- - - -

of those sites.

Craters can now be divided into three groups corres-

ponding to the fundamental cratering mechanisms of plastic flow,

ejecta production, and compaction , based simply on the von Mises
limit and air-void-fraction of a given ground medium. Specifical-

ly, craters will form mainly by means of ejecta production for
materials with von Mises limits as low as 1 ksi (and probably
much less), and air-void-fractions as great as 37~ (and probably

considerably more). Thus, we find that plastic-flow craters

are produced in quasi-fluid media < 1 ksi) by nuclear - -

surface bursts, ejecta craters in solid media (Y~~ > 1 kat;

_ _ _ _ _  5----- - _ _ _ _ _
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air-void-fraction less than 37.), and compaction craters on dry,

porous media (air-void-fraction greater than 37,).

3.5 Sources of Error in Present Computations of Surface-
Burst Craters

To the extent that the strengths of geologic materials are

known , we find (for reasons discussed in detail above) that present
computational models will produce craters of expected size either

not at all , or mainly by the mechanism of ejecta formation. Fur-

ther , most of the contribution of plastic flow to crater volume
will be made early in the period of crater formation, and not by

slow horizonta l flow over a period of seconds . With those results

in mind , we now ask why computed craters are so much smaller than
is consistent with experimentally-based expectations .

A partial answer can be given to the question posed: When

extensive cracking occurs on the region of computation , as in the
case of granite, overpressure will inhibit ejecta formation and

reduce crater volumes by factors at least as large as four, but

whose maximum remains to be determined. Never theless , the results
discussed above indicate that the computed volumes of ejecta craters - -

produced by Source 3 are not likely to exceed 30 ft3 per ton of
yield , even if overpressures are reduced to zer3. Such a volume,

though somewhat lower than might generally be expected, would be
credible for a surface burst on granite, and would therefore provide
a unique and hence sorely needed point of correspondence between
computed and actual craters . However , the ability to compute cred-
ible crater dimensions for nuclear surface bursts would even then

be limited to hard-rock media . Furthermore, although little is

known about the pressure of fireball gases near the ground surface

in the early stages of a nuclear surface burst, there is no post-
tive justification at present for reducing that pressure to zero

as ejecta leave the crater .

II
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With regard to the one other principal direction of hope-

ful speculation , it is possible tha t for surface bursts on quasi-

fluids (i.e., materials with strengths < 100 psi), computed crater
volumes will approach the values desired. Unfortunately, the data
now available on the strengths of geologic solids tend to reduce

quasi-fluid behavior to the status of a singular limiting case.

While exp loration of that limit may help to explain how craters
form on Pacific atolls , there is no convincing evidence - and no
direct evidence at all - to show that the media found at continen-

tal sites turn into quasi-fluids during crater formation.

The production of craters by ejecta formation (and by plastic
flow as well) would almost certainly be enhanced by increasing the
fraction ~ of the yield coupled to the ground , if the spatial dis-
tribution of coupled energy were not altered greatly in the process.
In the absence of strong overpressure effects, calculated crater

volumes are nearly proportional to ~~~, and uncertainty in ~ there-
fore remains a potential source of significant error in predicting

crater dimensions. In the case of ejecta craters in hard rocks,

where computed and expected volumes may well lie within a factor
of 2 or 3 of each other (if overpressure effects are negligible),

an increase of 507, in ~ would be appreciable. On the other hand,

more accurate coupling calculations could show that presently ac-

cepted values of ~ are too large.

While little present justification exists for assuming

that geologic materials are quasi-fluids during crater formation,

the issue of material properties is by no means a dead one. It

is practically a truism that the results of cratering calculations,

and indeed of all calculations of ground motion, depend heavily
on the constttuttve equations used to represent geologic materials.

The suspicion that present constitutive relations for aoila and

rocks may contain fundamental defects, has been growing for
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several years , and one need not look to phenomena as complex as
crater formation to find evidence therefor . In particular , calcu-

lations of motion from tamped bursts almost invariably show a
pronounced and rather abrupt drop in the ra te of decay of peak
velocity with range where shear failure ceases; beyond that range

the energy carried by a computed outgoing pulse is no longer dis-

sipated in shear. Of course, in a non-ideal world, abrupt changes
tend to become diffuse. Even so, however, measurements of particle

velocity in many tamped explosions give little indication that,
as peak stress levels drop in an outgoing pulse, a range interval
is reached over which a pronounced decrease takes place in the
rate of decay of peak particle velocity . The fact that experimental

data consistently exhibit little or no evidence of such a transi-
tion casts doubt on the validity of one of the basic building blocks
of present constitutive models, namely, the equations that describe
the behavior of material in states of shear failure. Furthermore,

the difficulty is not easily resolved by varying parameters of the
present equations ; within the framework of those equations, the

qualitative feature of calculated pulse decay cited can apparently *

only be eliminated by gross and arbitrary changes in material
strengths relative to those measured. Hence, the mathematica l
framework into which data from strength tests are presently incor-

porated, is itself suspect. For the soft-rock media found at most

sites of interest, a substantial part of the sought-for factor of

50 in crater volume might be found by resolving a basic question:

In what ways are present mathematical descriptions of shear failure

inadequate?
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